Mailbox Location
Monolithic curb and sidewalk

Outline of extreme limits of mailbox installation, type and artistic treatment vary.
Construction includes single and multiple box units with box opening facing street.
Mailbox pedestal shall be limited to 4" x 4" wood posts along any road with posted speed limit > 25 mph.

Mailbox Location
Separated sidewalk with planting strip

Outline of extreme limits of mailbox installation, type and artistic treatment vary.
Construction includes single and multiple box units with box opening facing street.
Mailbox pedestal shall be limited to 4" x 4" wood posts along any road with posted speed limit > 25 mph.

Rural Mailbox Detail

4"x4" redwood post (No. 2 Heart or pressure treated DF)
Larger/stronger posts are not allowed.

Notes:
1. Distances are established by Postal regulations and may vary depending on jurisdiction. Check with local Post Office for current regulations.
2. Encroachment permit is required if mailbox is to be installed in existing sidewalk, or if installation requires modification of dimensions shown on this plan.
4. Where AC dike or curb is placed at edge of pavement, the minimum distance is measured from the face of curb or dike.
5. Post depth shall be as required to adequately support mailbox to be installed. Minimum 2' depth with compacted soil backfill, no PCC backfill.
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